Your OneSource™ for Simplicity.


AIR CONVEYING SYSTEMS

DUST COLLECTION - CLEAN AIR SOLUTIONS

BALING AND SHREDDING SYSTEMS

RECYCLING EQUIPMENT
**BALING SYSTEMS**

Kernic’s full line of balers ranges from vertical baler to high production single ram extrusion or two ram. Kernic offers complete integrated baling systems including air conveying systems, conveyors and cart tippers. Our balers are designed to bale a wide variety of products that can save you money and help reduce the environmental impact. Balers offered by Kernic are of the highest quality design to deliver long life, superior reliability, quality bales, meet current safety levels and provide the lowest total cost of ownership.

**SHREDDING SYSTEMS**

Shredder designs offered by Kernic include: Single Shaft, Multi-Shaft, Pierce & Tear, Strip-Cut, Conveyor Feed and Floor Sweep. Whatever your shredding requirements may be, we are confident Kernic Systems can provide an integrated shredding solution.

**AIR CONVEYING SYSTEMS**

Kernic is a Global Designer, Integrator and Installer of Complete Air Conveying Systems. Kernic offers our unique OneSource™ for Simplicity approach to system designs. Our experienced team will take the complex task of integrating various system components and engineer them to work together flawlessly. These customized solutions use high-quality equipment and are installed by our own factory-trained team. The result is a truly integrated system that optimizes throughput in your operation and maximizes your potential in waste-stream revenues.

For over 35 years, Kernic has provided services to a wide range of markets, including Printers, Envelope Manufactures, Coffee Filter Manufactures, Paper Converters and Box Plants with energy efficient Air Conveying Systems. As a designer and integrator of complete systems, our high-quality equipment and exacting engineering standards deliver a OneSource™ solution.

**DUST COLLECTION - CLEAN AIR SOLUTIONS**

Kernic offers a full range of Dust Collectors to suit your application. Just about every manufacturing process creates some type of dust. Kernic’s broad range of Dust Collectors are manufactured by industry leaders. Our designs include: Cartridge Collectors, Cyclonic Designs and Traditional Bag Filters.

Kernic provides customers assistance and guidance in their efforts to keep a clean environment for workers and their plant area. As regulations and enforcement have increased over the years, working with an experienced company such as Kernic and its partners means you recieve guidance through this process and help to maintain compliance with health, safety and air-quality regulations.
Your OneSource™ for Simplicity.
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